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Abstract
We introduce a notion of secondary characteristic classes of Lie algebra extensions.
As a spin-off of our construction we obtain a new proof of Lecomte’s generalization
of the Chern–Weil homomorphism.
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1 Introduction
Characteristic classes are topological invariants of principal bundles and vector bundles
associated to principal bundles. The theory of characteristic classes was started in the
1930s by Stiefel and Whitney. Stiefel studied certain homology classes of the tangent
bundle TM of a smooth manifold M , while Whitney considered the case of an arbitrary
sphere bundle and introduced the concept of a characteristic cohomology class. In the
next decade, Pontryagin constructed important new characteristic classes by studying
the homology of real Grassman manifolds and Chern defined characteristic classes for
complex vector bundles. Nowadays, characteristic classes are an important tool for many
disciplines such as analysis, geometry and modern physics. For example, they provide a
way to measure the non-triviality of a principal bundle respectively the non-triviality of
an associated vector bundle. The Chern–Weil homomorphism of a principal bundle is
an algebra homomorphism from the algebra of polynomials invariant under the adjoint
action of a Lie group G on the corresponding Lie algebra g, into the even de Rham
cohomology H2•dR(M,K) of the base space M of a principal bundle P with structure
group G. This map is achieved by evaluating an invariant polynom f of degree k on the
curvature Ω of a connection ω on P and thus obtaining a closed form on the base.
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In [4] Lecomte described a cohomological construction which generalizes the classical
Chern–Weil homomorphism. In fact, Lecomte’s construction associates characteristic
classes to every Lie algebra extension and the classical construction of Chern and Weil
arises in this context from the Lie algebra extension known as the Atiyah sequence of a
principal bundle.
In the 1970s, another set of characteristic classes called the secondary characteristic
classes has been discovered. These classes are also global invariants of principal bundles
and are derived in a similar way as the primary characteristic classes from the curvature
of adequate connection 1-forms. Secondary characteristic classes appear for example
in the Lagrangian formulation of modern quantum field theories and most well-known
might be the so-called Chern–Simons classes (see e. g. [1, 3, 5] and references therein).
In this note we investigate secondary characteristic classes in the context of Lie algebra
extensions which will also yield a new proof of Lecomte’s generalization of the Chern–
Weil homomorphism. Moreover, we would like to point out that our construction may
be used to associate characteristic classes to split Lie algebra extensions, that is, to
semidirect products of Lie algebras, because in this situation the primary characteristic
classes vanish. From this perspective our results nicely complement the Lie algebraic
theory of characteristic classes. More detailedly, the paper is organized as follows.
After this introduction and some preliminaries, we study in Section 3 the geometric no-
tions of covariant derivative and curvature from an Lie algebraic point of view. In Section
4 we pave the way for our main result and we give a short overview over Lecomte’s gen-
eralization of the Chern–Weil homomorphism. Section 5 is finally devoted to secondary
characteristic classes of Lie algebra extensions. To be more precise, we first introduce
the so-called Bott–Lecomte homomorphism and show that this map, in fact, gives rise
to classes in Lie algebra cohomology (Theorem 5.1). As a spin-off of our construction
we obtain a new proof of Lecomte’s generalization of the Chern–Weil homomorphism
(Corollary 5.2 and Corollary 5.3). Last but not least we introduce a notion of secondary
characteristic classes of Lie algebra extensions and conclude with an example involving
the oscillator algebra.
2 Preliminaries and Notations
In this section we provide the most important definitions and notations of Lie algebra
cohomology which are repeatedly used in this article. For a detailed background on Lie
algebra cohomology we refer, for example, to [2, 3].
1. Let V,W be vector spaces and p ∈ N0. We call a p-linear map f : W
p → V
alternating if f(wσ(1), . . . , wσ(p)) = sgn(σ) · f(w1, . . . , wp) for all w1, . . . , wp ∈ W
and all permutations σ ∈ Sp. Furthermore, we write Alt
p(W,V ) for the space of
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alternating p-linear maps W p → V . Given a p-linear map f :W p → V , it is easily
checked that
Alt(f) :=
∑
σ∈Sp
sgn(σ) · fσ
defines an element in Altp(W,V ), where fσ(w1, . . . , wp) := f(wσ(1), . . . , wσ(p)). Of
particular interest are also the symmetric p-linear mapsW p → V which are defined
accordingly and denoted by Symp(W,V ). We will sometimes consider an element
f ∈ Symp(W,V ) as a linear map defined on the symmetric tensor product Sp(W ),
that is, as a map f˜ : Sp(W )→ V satisfying f˜(w1⊗s · · · ⊗swp) = f(w1, . . . , wp) for
all w1, . . . , wp ∈W .
2. Suppose that g and Vi, i = 1, 2, 3, are vector spaces and that m : V1 × V2 → V3,
(v1, v2) 7→ v1 ·m v2 is a bilinear map. For α ∈ Alt
p(g, V1) and β ∈ Alt
q(g, V2) we
define the wedge product α ∧m β ∈ Alt
p+q(g, V3) by putting
α ∧m β :=
1
p!q!
Alt(α ·m β),
where (α ·m β)(x1, . . . , xp+q) := α(x1, . . . , xp) ·m β(xp+1, . . . , xp+q). The wedge
products ∧⊗s induced by the canonical multiplications S
p(g) × Sq(g) → Sp+q(g),
(x, y) 7→ x⊗s y will be of particular interest to us.
3. Let g be a Lie algebra, V a g-module and p ∈ N0. We denote the space of alter-
nating p-linear mappings gp → V by Cp(g, V ) := Altp(g, V ) and call its elements
p-cochains. On each Cp(g, V ) we define the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential dpg = dg
by
dgω(x0, . . . , xp) :=
p∑
j=0
(−1)jxj.ω(x0, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xp)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω([xi, xj ], x0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xp),
where x̂j means that xj is omitted. Observe that the right hand side defines for
each ω ∈ Cp(g, V ) an element of Cp+1(g, V ) because it is alternating. Putting
all differentials together, we obtain a linear map dg : C(g, V ) → C(g, V ). The
elements of the subspace Zp(g, V ) := ker(dg|Cp(g,V )) are called p-cocycles, and the
elements of the spaces
Bp(g, V ) := dg(C
p−1(g, V )) and B0(g, V ) := {0}
are called p-coboundaries. It can be shown that d2g = 0, which implies that
Bp(g, V ) ⊆ Zp(g, V ), so that it makes sense to define the pth-cohomology space
of g with values in the module V , that is, Hp(g, V ) := Zp(g, V )/Bp(g, V ).
4. Let g and V be Lie algebras. Furthermore, consider V as a trivial g-module. Then
the curvature Rσ ∈ C
2(g, V ) of an element σ ∈ C1(g, V ) is defined by
Rσ := dgσ +
1
2
[σ, σ], i. e., Rσ(x, y) = [σ(x), σ(y)] − σ([x, y]) ∀x, y ∈ g,
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3 Covariant Derivatives and Curvature
The purpose of this section is to study the geometric notions of covariant derivative
and curvature from an Lie algebraic point of view. Indeed, let g be a Lie algebra and
V a vector space, considered as a trivial g-module. We first twist the corresponding
Chevalley–Eilenberg complex (C•(g, V ), dg) with a linear map S : g→ End(V ) and note
that the bilinear evaluation map ev : End(V )× V → V yields a linear operator
S∧ : C
p(g, V )→ Cp+1(g, V ), α 7→ S ∧ev α.
The corresponding covariant derivative on C(g, V ) is then defined by
dS := S∧ + dg : C
p(g, V )→ Cp+1(g, V ) p ∈ N0.
A few moments thought show that this can also be written as
dSα(x0, . . . , xp) :=
p∑
j=0
(−1)jS(xj).α(x0, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xp)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jα([xi, xj], x0, . . . , x̂i, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xp).
The following result shows that the Lie algebraic notion of curvature satisfies a general-
ized Bianchi identity.
Lemma 3.1. Let σ ∈ C1(g, V ) and S := ad ◦σ. Then the corresponding curvature
Rσ ∈ C
2(g, V ) satisfies the abstract Bianchi identity dSRσ = 0, that is,∑
cyc.
[σ(x), Rσ(y, z)] −Rσ([x, y], z) = 0 ∀x, y, z ∈ g.
Proof. First note that dg[σ, σ] = [dgσ, σ]− [σ, dgσ] = 2[dgσ, σ]. Therefore, a few moments
thought show that
dSRσ = (dg + S∧)Rσ = d
2
gσ +
1
2
dg[σ, σ] + S ∧Rσ = [dgσ, σ] + [σ,Rσ ]
= [dgσ, σ]− [Rσ , σ] = −
1
2
[[σ, σ], σ] = 0.
Lemma 3.2. Given a bilinear map m : V ×V → V and a linear map S : g → der(V,m),
we have for α ∈ Cp(g, V ) and β ∈ Cq(g, V ) the relation
dS(α ∧m β) = dSα ∧m β + (−1)
pα ∧m dSβ.
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Proof. Since dS = dg+S∧, the assertion is easily verified for S = 0. It therefore remains
to show that S ∧ (α∧m β) = (S ∧α)∧m β + (−1)
pα∧m (S ∧ β). For this first recall that
S ∧ (α ∧m β) =
1
p!q!
Alt(S · (α ·m β))
and note further that S(g) ⊆ der(V,m) implies S · (α ·m β)) = (S ·α) ·m β+(α ·m (S ·β))
σ ,
where σ = (12 . . . p + 1) ∈ Sp+q+1 is a cycle of length p + 1. Hence, the claim is a
consequence of sgn(σ) = (−1)p.
4 Lecomte’s Generalization of the Chern–Weil map
In this short section we pave the way for our main result and we give a short overview
over Lecomte’s generalization of the Chern–Weil homomorphism. In particular, at this
point Lie algebra extensions enter the picture. Indeed, let
0 −→ n−→ĝ
q
−→ g −→ 0
be a Lie algebra extension and V a g-module which we also consider as a ĝ-module with
respect to the action x.v := q(x).v for x ∈ ĝ and v ∈ V . Furthermore, let σ : g → ĝ be
a linear section of q and Rσ ∈ C
2(g, n) the corresponding curvature. Given p ∈ N0 and
f ∈ Symp(n, V ), we put
fσ = f˜ ◦ (Rσ ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rσ) ∈ C
2p(g, V )
(cf. Section 2). Moreover, we write Symp(n, V )̂g for the set of ĝ-invariant symmetric
p-linear maps, that is, the set
{
f ∈ Symp(n, V ) |x.f(y1, . . . , yp) =
p∑
i=1
f(y1, . . . , S(x)yi, . . . , yp) ∀x ∈ g
}
,
where S : g → der(n) denotes the linear map defined by S(x) := ad(σ(x)). Lecomte’s
generalization of the Chern–Weil map then reads as follows:
Theorem 4.1. (Lecomte [4, Thm. 2.3])
(a) For each p ∈ N0, there is a natural map
Cp : Sym
p(n, V )̂g → H2p(g, V ), f 7→
1
p!
[fσ],
which is independent of the choice of the section σ.
(b) Suppose, in addition, that mV : V × V → V is an associative multiplication and
that g acts on V by derivations, i.e., mV is g-invariant. Then (C
•(g, V ),∧mV )
is an associative algebra, inducing an algebra structure on H•(g, V ). Further,
(Sym•(n, V ),∨mV ) is an associative algebra, and the maps (Cp)p∈N0 combine to
an algebra homomorphism
C : Sym•(n, V )̂g → H2•(g, V ).
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5 Secondary Characteristic Classes of Lie algebra Extensions
In this section we finally introduce a notion of secondary characteristic classes of Lie
algebra extensions. As a spin-off of our construction we will obtain another proof for
Lecomte’s generalization of the Chern–Weil homomorphism.
In the following we write Dn for the vertical projection of the standard n-simplex
∆n :=
{
(t0, . . . , tn) ∈ R
n+1 | ti ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
n∑
i=0
ti = 1
}
onto the space {x ∈ Rn+1 |x0 = 0}. Then it is easily checked that the map
ϕ : Dn → ∆n, (0, t1, . . . , tn) 7→
(
1−
n∑
i=1
ti, t1, . . . , tn
)
is a parametrization of ∆n and therefore we have∫
∆n
FdO =
∫
Dn
(F ◦ ϕ)
√
det(dϕT · dϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=cn
dλn
for every smooth function F ∈ C∞(∆n). We continue with a Lie algebra extension
0 −→ n−→ĝ
q
−→ g −→ 0 (1)
and a g-module V which we also consider as a ĝ-module with respect to the action
x.v := q(x).v for x ∈ ĝ and v ∈ V . Furthermore, let σ0, . . . , σn ∈ C
1(g, ĝ) be linear
sections of q. For each t ∈ ∆n we define a linear section σt ∈ C
1(g, ĝ) of q by
σt(x) :=
n∑
i=0
ti · σi(x) ∀x ∈ g
and we write Rt := Rσt ∈ C
2(g, n) for the corresponding curvature. Given p ∈ N0 and a
symmetric p-linear map f ∈ Symp(n, V )̂g, we also define
∆f (σ0, . . . , σn) :=
1
cn
·
∫
∆n
fα1,...,αn,Rt,...,Rt dO ∈ C
2p−n(g, V ),
where αi := σi − σ0 ∈ C
1(g, n) and where
fα1,...,αn,Rt,...,Rt := f˜ ◦ (α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt)
(cf. Section 2). In this way we obtain a map
∆(σ0, . . . , σn) : Sym
p(n, V )̂g → C2p−n(g, V ), f 7→ ∆f (σ0, . . . , σn)
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which extends to the so-called relative Bott–Lecomte homomorphism
∆(σ0, . . . , σn) : Sym
•(n, V )̂g → C•(g, V ).
We point out that for n = 0 this map is actually an algebra homomorphism. We are
now ready to state and prove our main result which gives an important relation between
the cochains ∆f .
Theorem 5.1. For f ∈ Symk(n, V )̂g we have
(k − n+ 1) · d(∆f (σ0, . . . , σn)) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i∆f (σ0, . . . , σ̂i, . . . , σn),
where σ̂i means that σi is omitted.
Proof. For the sake of legibility we divide the proof into several parts.
1. For t ∈ ∆n and x ∈ g let St(x) := ad(σt(x)). A short computation then yields
(p− n+ 1) · dg(∆f (σ0, . . . , σn)) =
p− n+ 1
cn
·
∫
∆n
dgfα1,...,αn,Rt,...,RtdO
=
p− n+ 1
cn
·
∫
∆n
dg(f˜ ◦ (α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt))dO
=
p− n+ 1
cn
·
∫
∆n
f˜ ◦ (dSt(α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt))dO.
Since dStαi = dgαi + [αi, σt] =
d
dti
Rt, the abstract Bianchi identity dStRt = 0 (cf.
Lemma 3.1) and Lemma 3.2 imply that
dSt(α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt)
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s
d
dti
Rt ∧⊗s . . . ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt.
Therefore, we conclude that
(p− n+ 1) · dg(∆f (σ0, . . . , σn)) =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
1
cn
·
∫
∆n
d
dti
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt,...,RtdO.
2. Given 1 ≤ i ≤ n and t = (t0, . . . , 0, . . . , tn) ∈ ∆
i
n (the i-th face of ∆n), consider
(σt)i :=
∑
j∈{0,...,̂i,...,n}
tj · σj ∈ C
1(g, ĝ)
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and the corresponding curvature (Rt)i. Furthermore, let si :=
∑
j∈{1,...,̂i,...,n}
tj.
Then a few moments thought show that Rt|ti=0 = (Rt)i and that Rt|ti=1−si = (Rt)0.
Consequently we obtain,
1
cn
·
∫
∆n
d
dti
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt,...,RtdO =
∫
Dn
d
dti
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt,...,Rtdλn
=
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1−si
0
d
dti
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt,...,Rtdti · dt1 . . . dt̂i . . . dtn
=
∫ 1
0
. . .
∫ 1−si+t1
0
[fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt,...,Rt ]
1−si
0 dt1 . . . dt̂i . . . dtn
=
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆in
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,(Rt)0,...,(Rt)0dO −
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆in
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,(Rt)i,...,(Rt)idO
=
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆in
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,(Rt)0,...,(Rt)0dO −∆f (σ0, . . . , σ̂i, . . . , σn).
3. Summing up our results so far, we have established the following equation:
(p − n+ 1) · d(∆f (σ0, . . . , σn))
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆in
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,(Rt)0,...,(Rt)0dO +
n∑
i=1
(−1)i∆f (σ0, . . . , σ̂i, . . . , σn).
It therefore remains to show that
∆f (σ1, . . . , σn) =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆in
fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt0 ,...,Rt0
dO,
where
∆f (σ1, . . . , σn) =
1
cn−1
·
∫
∆n−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=∆
i
n
fα2−α1,...,αn−α1,Rt0 ,...,Rt0dO.
4. To verify the claim first recall that fα2−α1,...,αn−α1,Rt0 ,...,Rt0 is equal to
f˜ ◦ ((α2 − α1) ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s (αn − α1) ∧⊗s Rt0 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt0).
Moreover, note that α ∧⊗s α = 0 holds for every α ∈ C
1(g, n) by the symmetry of
the wedge product ∧⊗s . A short calculation then shows
(α2 − α1) ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s (αn − α1) ∧⊗s Rt0 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s Rt0
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)i+1α1 ∧⊗s · · · ∧⊗s α̂i ∧⊗s . . . ∧⊗s αn ∧⊗s Rt0 , · · · ∧⊗s Rt0
which in turn yields the desired formula
fα2−α1,...,αn−α1,Rt0 ,...,Rt0 =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1fα1,...,α̂i,...,αn,Rt0 ,...,Rt0
and therefore finally completes the proof.
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Applying Theorem 5.1 in the cases n = 0, 1 yields the following corollaries:
Corollary 5.2. For n = 0 we have dg(∆f (σ)) = 0. Hence, the cochain ∆f (σ) is a
cocycle and defines an element of H2p(g, V ). Furthermore, for each p ∈ N0 the relative
Bott–Lecomte homomorphism induces a map
[∆(σ)] : Symp(n, V )̂g → H2p(g, V ), f 7→ [∆f (σ)].
Corollary 5.3. For n = 1 and p ∈ N0, we have
p · dg(∆f (σ0, σ1)) = ∆f (σ0)−∆f (σ1) ∈ C
2p(g, V ).
In particular, we have [∆f (σ0)] = [∆f (σ1)] ∈ H
2p(g, V ) and hence the map [∆(σ)] of
Corollary 5.2 is independent of the connection σ0 and is, in fact, the homomorphism
described in Theorem 4.1 .
With Corollary 5.3 available we are now ready to define secondary characteristic classes
in the following way: For linear sections σ, σ1, σ2 ∈ C
1(g, ĝ) of q first consider the
spaces
Symp(n, V )̂g(σ) := {f ∈ Sym
p(n, V )̂g | fσ = 0}
and
Symp(n, V )̂g(σ1,σ2) := Sym
p(n, V )̂g(σ1) ∩ Sym
p(n, V )̂g(σ2).
Given f ∈ Symp(n, V )̂g(σ1,σ2), it then follows from Corollary 5.3 that dg(∆f (σ0, σ1)) = 0.
Therefore, the cochain ∆f (σ0, σ1) actually defines a cohomology class in H
2p−1(g, V ).
Definition 5.4. We call [∆f (σ0, σ1)] ∈ H
2p−1(g, V ) the secondary characteristic class
of the Lie algebra extension in Equation (1) associated to the triple (σ1, σ2, f).
Note that secondary characteristic classes may be used to associate characteristic classes
to split Lie algebra extensions, that is, to semidirect product constructions, because
in this situation the primary characteristic classes vanish. We therefore conclude with
following example.
Example 5.5. For the convenience of the reader we present the example divided into
several parts.
1. Let h3(R) be the three-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, that is, the three-
dimensional vector space with the basis p, q, z equipped with the skew-symmetric
bracket determined by [p, q] = z and [p, z] = [q, z] = 0. It is easily checked that
the linear endomorphism D of h3(R) defined by Dz = 0, Dp = q and Dq = −p is
actually a derivation of h3(R), so that we obtain a Lie algebra ĝ := h3(R) ⋊D R
which is called the oscillator algebra.
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2. Consider V := R as a trivial R-module. Then it is well-known that the correspond-
ing first Lie algebra cohomology H1(R,R) is isomorphic to HomLiealg(R,R) ∼= R.
3. Define sections σ0 and σz of the projection map q : ĝ → R by σ0(r) := (0, r) and
σz(r) := (z, r), respectively. Then a short computation yields Rσ0 = Rσz = 0.
Moreover, a few moments thought show that
Sym1(h3(R),R)̂
g
(σ0)
= Sym1(h3(R),R)̂
g
(σz )
= R · fz,
where fz : h3(R) → R denotes the linear functional determined by fz(z) = 1 and
fz(p) = fz(q) = 0. Consequently,
Sym1(h3(R),R)̂
g
(σ0 ,σz)
= R · fz.
4. Finally, the secondary characteristic class of the oscillator algebra h3(R) ⋊D R
associated to the triple (σ0, σz, fz) is given by
∆fz(σ0, σz) =
1
c1
·
∫
∆1
(fz)σz−σ0 dO =
∫
[0,1]
1 dλ1 = 1 ∈ H
1(R,R),
because fz((σz − σ0)(r)) = fz(z) = 1 holds for all r ∈ R.
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